STIPEND SCHEME FOR GRAND CHILDREN OF FREEDOM FIGHTERS
(2010-11) PURSUING HIGHER EDUCATION IN GOVT./NON-GOVT
AIDED COLLEGES OF HARYANA.

Objective of Scheme:  To honor the grand children (3rd Generation) of freedom fighters, Hon’ble CM has desired that a scheme may be introduced. Therefore for honoring grand children of freedom fighters the Deptt has proposed that the scholarship –equivalent to the scholarship admissible to the children belonging to scheduled caste families may also be given to the grand children(3rd generation) of freedom fighters. The rate of scholarship may be as under:-

For Colleges Rs. 2000/- as one time allowance for books and Rs. 1000/-P.M for 12 months as monthly scholarship

The stipend /Scholarship will be given to the students pursuing Higher Education in Govt./Non. Govt Aided Colleges, Non Professional courses in Universities of State.

Eligibility conditions For grand children of Freedom Fighters :-
The Grand children of freedom fighters ( 3rd generation ) must furnish the following Documents to the Principal of his /her college:
1. Photo copy of proofs of being Grand children of freedom fighters(3rd generation) recommended by District Administration.
2. Photo copy of Haryana Domicile.
3. Photo copy of Matric Certificates.
2. Photo copy of previous examination passed on the basis of which he/ she sought admission in the college.
3. The students who failed in the last year University Examination will not be eligible for the incentive.
4. It has also been envisaged under the scheme that if after dropping out from the College the student re-joins the classes and he again attends minimum 50% classes in the subsequent 3 months, his previously due installment as well as the installment of the current quarter shall also be released.

5. The amount of Scholarship will be released only after obtaining the good conduct/ attendance certificate from the Principal/head of the institution where the students is studying.

**Pattern of Payment :-**

The eligible student will be given a monthly stipend of Rs.1000/- for twelve months & Rs. 2000/- once in a year for books.

**Mode of payment :-**

The payment will be made by the electronic transaction. The Principal of the concerned institution Govt./Non.Govt.Aided College/ University will be responsible for the opening of Bank account of such students in a National Bank which is having a provision of electronic transaction. The Directorate will transfer the amount into the account of Principal, specially opened for the scheme and then the Principal will write to the Manager of the Bank to transfer the amount into the Bank account No of the eligible students. The Bank account of the student will be opened in the same Bank in which the Bank account of the Principal for the scheme has been opened. The Nature of College account shall remain same, as in the case of S.C. Students scheme. That is, it should not be possible for anyone to withdraw cash from the account nor should it be possible to transfer money to any account other than account of such eligible student. The incentive will be paid for 12 months in a year from July to June and it will be released in four installments in month of September for July & August in month of November for September & October in the month January for November & December in month of March for Six months i.e for January, February, March, April, May & June as March being the closing month of financial year. The payment of Scholarship will be made through Demand Draft in favour of students only in exceptional Circumstances where
there is no ECS facility branch of the Nationalized Bank, is available in the vicinity where the student is studying.

Authority to sanction the benefits will be principal of the college authority competent to draw the amount will be DDO authorized by the Department for the Scheme.

**New Mode of Payment:**

a) The amount of stipend shall be transferred through PFMS by Head Quarter in two half yearly installments in the first week of November and January. The Principals of the Colleges will forward the verified data of the students on Online Scholarship Portal, further Registration branch of the concerned universities will verify the data in second step on Online Scholarship Portal. Then it will be forwarded to the directorate for final verification and disbursement under the process of PFMS to the beneficiary in their respective Aadhaar seeded bank account.

b) The amount of books shall be transferred through PFMS by Head Quarter in yearly installment in October. The Principals of the Colleges will forward the verified data of the students on Online Scholarship Portal, further Registration branch of the concerned universities will verify the data in second step on Online Scholarship Portal. Then it will be forwarded to the directorate for final verification and disbursement under the process of PFMS to the beneficiary in their respective Aadhaar seeded bank account.

**Note: Mode of payment.**

*Payment will be made through DBT from 2021-22 after approval from Higher Authority.*